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Welcome and Introductory Remarks
Mr. James T. Rose
Assistant Administrator for Commercial Programs
NASA Headquarters

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
WELCOME!
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE IS AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN THE FUTURE
COMPETITIVE POSTURE OF THE INDUSTRIAL NATIONS OF THE WORLD. THE RESOURCES AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACE WILL PLAY A MAJOR ROLE IN OPENING A NEW ECONOMIC
FRONTIER FOR ALL THE SPACEFARING NATIONS OF THE WORLD.
IN THE FACE OF FOREIGN COMPETITION, THE PACE OF DEVELOPMENT IS ALSO IMPORTANT.
MARKETS CAN BE LOST BECAUSE OF SLOW TIMING OR IMPRECISE ACTION. OTHER
COUNTRIES ARE TARGETING SEGMENTS OF COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN A FOCUSED,
COHESIVE MANNER.
FOR U.S. INDUSTRY TO COMPETE EFFECTIVELY AGAINST FOREIGN FIRMS RECEIVING
DIRECT OR INDIRECT GOVERNMENT SUPPORT, COOPERATION BETWEEN THE PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE SECTORS OF THIS COUNTRY IS NECESSARY.
BASED ON THE FOUNDATION THAT TRUE COMMERCIAL SPACE IS ACHIEVED WHEN
INDUSTRIES ARE ESTABLISHED THAT GENERATE NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR PRIVATE
MARKETS, AND DEVELOPMENT OF THESE NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES WILL, IN TURN,
SUPPORT THE GROWTH OF OTHER COMMERCIAL SPACE INDUSTRIES, SUCH AS
TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE, THE CHALLENGE IS TO CONDUCT A PROGRAM THAT
HELPS INDUSTRIES DEVELOP COMMERCIAL SPACE MARKETS, AND COST-EFFECTIVE
COMMERCIAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS AND INFRASTRUCTURE.
NASAHASCARVEDOUTSUCHA PROGRAM.WEBELIEVETHAT WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL
IN STRUCTURING A COMPREHENSIVE AND AGGRESSIVE PROGRAM WHICH MEETS THIS
CHALLENGE. THE ACTIVITIES OF THIS PROGRAM WILL ESTABLISH A TECHNOLOGY BASE
WHICH WE HOPE WILL LEAD TO THE CREATION OF NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, LEADING
TO NEW MARKETS AND BUSINESSES. THESE ARE AND WILL CONTINUE TO DRIVE THE NEED
FOR NEW COST-EFFECTIVE COMMERCIAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE.
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THE CCDS'S ARE THE CORNERSTONE OF THIS PROGRAM. THROUGH CCDS'S, 238 COMPANIES
AND 72 UNIVERSITIES HAVE INVESTED IN COMMERCIAL SPACE RESEARCH. THE CENTERS
WILL MOVE INDUSTRIALLY DRIVEN EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES FROM THE LABORATORY TO THE
MARKETPLACE WITH SPEED AND EFFICIENCY BY LEVERAGING A BROAD RANGE OF RESEARCH
WITH COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL.
TRUE COMMERCIALIZATION OF SPACE WILL NOT HAPPEN OVER NIGHT. IT WILL TAKE THE
GREATER PORTION OF THE DECADE TO DEVELOP THE TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION NECESSARY
FOR FUTURE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.
YOU ARE GOING TO BE HEARING A LOT ABOUT OUR SUCCESSES TODAY. WE ARE
JUSTIFIABLY PROUD OF WHAT WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED OVER THE PAST YEAR - AND
WITHOUT STEALING ANYONE'S THUNDER, I'D LIKE TO MENTION JUST A FEW:
0 INDUSTRY CONTRIBUTIONS ARE EXPECTED TO DOUBLE IN FY 91
(3s-7o 
0 59 PATENTS ARE IN PROCESS
0 7 SPINOFF COMPANIES HAVE BEEN CREATED






























NASA IS ALSO ESTABLISHING AN INTELLECTUAL
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SPACE COt.tMERCEBY INVOLVING A
NUMBER OF PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS IN THE CCDS WORK.
CURRENTLY THERE ARE 105 PROFESSORS, 71 POST
DOCTORATES, 258 GRADUATE STUDENTS, AND 120
UNDERGRADUATES. IN ADDITION, 214 STUDENTS WHO HAVE
WORKED ON CCDS PROJECTS HAVE BEEN AWARDED DEGREES AND
149 OF THEM ARE WORKING IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN SPACE
TECHNOLOGY DISCIPLINES.
IN SHORT, IT'S BEEN AN EXCITING YEAR FOR NASA AND THE NATION'S COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE PROGRAM!
IT'S CLEAR FROM THESE EXAMPLES THAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED A BALANCED PROGRAM -
WE ARE DEVELOPING A TECHNOLOGY BASE FOR POTENTIAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.
ARE HAVING A POSITIVE IMPACT ON COMMERCIAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE.
WE
THESE SYSTEMS ARE BEING DEVELOPED FOR THE CCDS PAYLOADS - BUT THEY WILL BE
MADE AVAILABLE IN THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET, AND WILL THEREFORE HELP U.S.
INDUSTRY COMPETE IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY.
BUT THESE ADVANCES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS DON'T COME FREE. MONEY MAKES THEM
HAPPEN. OUR BUDGET REQUIREMENTS WILL GROW OVER THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS, AND
SUPPORT OF THESE BUDGETS IS A NECESSITY.
THIS MORNINGWEAREGOINGTOHEARFROMREPRESENTATIVESOF COMPANIESTHATARE



















The Implementation of Commercial Space Policy
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Thank you, Jim (Rose), for those kind remarks.
T _pologlze for the faOt that, due to prior schedule
commitments, I will be able to stay with you for only a few
moments this morning.
I am very pleased to have this opportunity to kick off what
I'm sure will be a useful and informative conference. In
particular, this forum gives me a chance to emphasize the
imporZance which the Space Council attaches to carrying out one
Of the most challenging goals of the President's National Space
Policy -- "expanding private sector investment in space by the
market-driven commercial sector."
By any reasonable measure, the President and Vice President
have consistently demonstrated their commitment to ensuring that,
where appropriate, the concerns of the private sector will be
considered in all our major policy pronouncements -- be it the
Space Exploration Initiative, or the New Launch System, or the
Space Launch Policy, or the Space Station. And, of course, I
know that this audience is particularly well versed on two recent
commercial space policy initiatives -- the Commercial Space
Launch Policy and the U.S. Commercial Space Policy Guidelines.
I say "I know" that you are well informed about these
initiatives because I've begun to notice a pattern -- there tends
to be a surge in correspondence to the Vice President from
certain places around the nation (aEprozimately 16) any Lime the
Space Council finds itself in the midst of one of these
commercial space policy deliberations.
In all seriousness, we are grateful for the helpful inputs
we've received from all of you during the past two years. In
addition, I know the Vice President is grateful for the very kind
comments he has received from many of you regarding the Space
Council's efforts to help expand the private sector role in
space. Your perspectives are valued because we think the CCDS
initiative represents the type of market-led commercial space
development which is precisely what our commercial space policy
is aimed at fostering.
In fact, the CCD$ program is highlighted in our 1990 Annual
Report as an example of what we are encouraging agencies to
pursue vis-a-vis developing innovative agreements with the
private sector to share costs and risks. The Administration's
commitment to this program is reflected in our ongoing efforts to
have Congress restore the funds deleted by the House
Authorization Committee from NASA'S Office of Commercial Programs
_udget. We understand the importance of these funds to ensuring
that the Commercial Experiment Transporter (COMET), which is so
Critical tO launching and retrelvlng your payload needs, stays on
schedule.
With the announcement of the U.S. Commercial Space Policy
Guidelines last February, I believe that we have in place a
policy framework which addresses many of the concerns you have
brought to our attention over the past year -- (i) to clarify and
rationalize the current hodgepodge of regulations and policies
into a coherent whole; (2) to attempt to flesh out some critical
definitions and concepts (e.g., what constitutes commercial space
activity or what is meant by "cost-effective"); and (3) to spell
out the whats, hows, and wherefores of doing business with the
federal government.
As one of the CCDS Directors stated in his letter to the
Vice President, these Guidelines establish "a long overdue
operational policy framework" which provides the private sector
th_ typ_ of _tability and predictability it is owed in in its
dealings with the U.$. government.
The Commercial Space Working Group which produced these
guidelines remains active. It continues to meet with commercial
space organizations to ensure that we are staying on top of
developments in the commercial space community, we regard this
document as a "living document" subject to further refinement as
the government and the private sector gain additional experience
in working through commercial space projects. And, of course, we
maintain an open door policy in terms of encouraging you to come
to us with your ideas and concerns.
We are also closely monltor_ng agency efforts to fully
implement the specific provisions of the policy. As many of you
know, agencies have been directed to report to the Space Council
on specific steps they've taken to implement the Guidelines by
October I. Somehow I have a feeling that none of you will feel
shy about giving us feedback in the weeks to come about how you
think the agencies are actually doing in carrying out the policy.
In conclusion, we believe that you are part of an exciting
experiment in how the government can be a catalyst in bringing
together key elements of the private sector to further our
national space goals. And we believe that this program is very
much in line with the overall thrust of our commercial space
policy.
Thank you for your time this morning.





Remarks by Mr. J.R. Thompson
NASA Deputy Administrator
Second Annual Symposium on Industrial Involvement
and Successes in Commercial Space
I've taken a very active interest for some time now in this
aspect of NASA. That is, how do we bolster up some of the
private sector? I know that Dick Truly is taking just as active
an interest in this issue and we are trying to do whatever we
can.
I would only echo Mark's comments relative to the effort
that both he and Courtney and others inside the Administration --
and I don't want to leave out OMB -- have put forth in terms of
trying to set the environment into a framework for the job that
has to be done. We are plowing a new field, and it is a new
frontier in that sense because you have to deal with government
regulations, getting the capital, and dealing with Congress and
the ups and downs in that budget cycle. I'm optimistic!
Let me state that these are times of change, but they are
also times of opportunity in the civil space program. Certainly,
as a part of that, I would include the commercial aspect of this.
Frankly, I see it across the whole board. Mark mentioned that
right now we are dealing with the 602-B allocation in the House,
with the Senate soon to follow. It comes under the overall
umbrella of the budget summit last summer, and it was followed by
several months of the war in the Gulf. We are trying to deal
with the deficits across the country and at the same time we are
trying to conduct an across the board, robust, space program.
Technology has come to the forefront, as we have all seen on
TV from the activities in the Gulf, just in aeronautics alone. I
was at Langley yesterday, and we are starting now, here with the
DOD, to shift into high gear in some of the brand new aspects of
aeronautics, the National Aerospace Plane for instance. Perhaps
many of you have heard a lot about that. We are also ready to
shift into high gear and focus on the commercial aspects,
supersonic civil transports, and in space technology where we are
now seriously evaluating the options. For example, we may be
using nuclear power in space not only for surface utilities, but
also for deep space propulsion.
These are times of change and opportunity and in our space
science program which has been on a roll now for some decades,
and I think that we are only turning up the wick there. The
focus is also turning inward on using the capabilities of the
applied sciences to the Earth Observing System or the Mission to
Planet Earth. Of course, for those of you who have read the
Augustine report, the very heart of that report was to make the
space transportation system more robust, not only for the civil
but also the military side of that system, and to build on the
contribution of the private sector that was started primarily by
the DOD several years ago. We are in various stages of planning
and development on programs across the board that start with the
Space Station Freedom and hopefully will end up one day on the
planet Mars.
I know that as we deal with this Congress, this budget, this
Administration, and even within NASA, certain questions arise:
Is this worth it? Who's going to pay for all of this? And
where's the payoff? It's a tough budget environment we are in.
Certainly, there are tugs all over town, in other agencies just
as worthy as NASA. But, if you go back and look at what has
transpired over the last four to five years, I believe it is
reasonably clear that this Administration is highly committed,
not just to the space program but to the investment in the future
that falls from it. I would say the same about Congress. If you
go back and review the history of NASA's budget from about 1985
back fifteen years to 1970, by and large it was basically flat.
But just in the last four or five years, in terms of real growth
(excluding inflation), that investment has gone up fifty percent.
Whereas this year, as Mark was referring to, we are trying to
defend the President's budget of almost 15.7 billion dollars.
Someone asked earlier how the commercial side of NASA's
involvement fared in this environment. I frankly don't recall
the same numbers between 1970 to 1985, but as Jim mentioned this
current year in the President's budget, in 1992, it's about 118
million dollars of NASA's total budget of 15.7 billion dollars.
If you go back those same four or five years and look at the
growth, you easily have to conclude that it is the fastest
growing budget inside the entire NASA program. Where the NASA
total, in real terms, has gone up some fifty percent, Commercial
Programs have gone up almost 250 percent in real growth.
There is talk of budget cuts -- you hear talks of one to two
billion dollars -- but I do know that the Space Council, the Vice
President, Darman in OMB, and as Mark indicated, the President
today, are getting involved with the appropriations process to
try to make sure that we do the right thing relative to our
investments in the future. Clearly, there are a lot of probing
questions. I mentioned the questions: Is it worth it? Who is
going to pay for it? Where's the payoff? Also, you have to deal
with the technology side of it -- is it ready? The science, how
does it rate in this whole process? The Augustine group says
that this is the number one question. I would almost state or
add that it has been number one, almost from the early days of
NASA. Several weeks ago we completed the first decade of
operation of the Space Shuttle. Almost seventy percent of the
payloads to date have been dedicated to science. Certainly,
Space Station Freedom is an excellent example, and I would
optimistically see commercial opportunities once we get that
world-class facility ready.
However, you don't get a free ride in this. There is risk
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and I think nobody knows that more than you folks in this room.
As I indicated, it is one of the fastest growing budget areas in
NASA and we are very much committed to it. I think we are
reasonably aware of the issues and risk factors you are trying to
deal with and the fact that it is new. Then perhaps the federal
government does change its mind as we go through Administration
changes and OMBchanges. But because of the growth rate, the
visibility is getting higher. For the first time I can recall in
this sector, there is talk about getting a GAO report soon. Jim
says it's okay, but we are also starting to get questions in
Congress. I think that we will all do all right -- it is going
to be a long haul but we all will do all right. Looking at the
agenda today, you are going to be talking about a whole spectrum
of topics; Jim touched on some. Just the access to space, and
the private sector's involvement in the Joust program, COMET and
Spacehab, and the Wakeshield will give us tremendous capability
combined with our Space Shuttle program.
And there are a number of select activities that we are
going to bring into focus on the CCDS program. I believe that
Jim indicated earlier that it is the heart and soul of this
commercial activity at least if you go back and you look at what
has happened in the last several years. As a matter of fact,
just look at what is happening today at the University of Houston
Center (CCDS) where they are developing a free-flying facility
which is going to produce a large quantity of semi-conductors and
superconductor thin films in a new vacuum environment that is
going to be considerably better than that which we can duplicate
on the ground.
And there is the story of the COMET program, where we have
the first totally commercial launch and recovery system. It was
a fast-take procurement initiated by Jim's organization and NASA
where the first launch was scheduled only eighteen months away
from the contract award.
And we have the industrial partners down at Auburn
University with their advanced electronic project pretty much
"upping the ante" relative to their contribution toward upgrading
the facilities with the state-of-the-art silicon carbide research
work that is ongoing there.
Also, there is the story of the first fully commercial
sounding rocket, the Consort series, that is currently carrying
CCDS payloads scheduled for launch only nine months after the
first RFP was released.
And the ITD Space Remote Sensing Center is teaming up with
Ohio State University and the Stennis Space Center to provide a
very critical technology in remote sensing satellites to
commercial users with resolution down to two to five meters in
contrast to the ten to fifteen meter resolution that is available
today for the commercial sector.
And there is the Ohio State University, Center for Mapping
that I personally believe is going to be a winner. I have had an
opportunity to go up and talk with their people and see what it
is they are working on. I understand that they have some 38
states involved, a Canadian province, the Federal Highway
Administration, and they have also directly involved a half-dozen
private companies. All of this will lead to a better
transportation system planning process for the country.
Of course I could go into a lot of detail, but I think that
throughout the day you are going to hear about the progress that
is continuing relative to materials science in space. It
continues to be a high interest item on the Hill. I would hope
over the next several years we will continue to see progress and
perhaps see some breakthroughs there.
There are also a number of problems as we attempt to open up
commercial opportunities in space. As I indicated earlier, it is
you who see them in space a lot better than I do -- budget, risk,
payoff. You've got to deal with the first two, and you have to
answer the questions just as we at NASA do on the latter, the
payoff issue. These are old issues with space flight that
predate the Apollo program. There is a new dimension now, and it
is a high priority within NASA: it is the commercial
opportunities.
I personally wish that the Augustine report had more to say
about the commercial future of space, since it dealt with the
future of the civil space program in this country, because I
think an opportunity was missed. I believe that a greater effort
was made in trying to capture and answer some of the questions
that were raised by blurry mirrors, by leaky pipes, and by
overweight space stations. Of course, you know what the final
outcome was: science is number one. A question was raised
earlier regarding Mission from Planet Earth, which you have some
activity in: is there commercial opportunity there? I'll be
honest with you, I think that it will be a long time coming. We
still have a long hill to climb in this area. In the Augustine
report they wanted to double and triple the technology budget,
and as I indicated earlier, focus on a new national launch
transportation system, which I believe NASA and the DOD are
working on. But, I believe, as I have indicated in other public
forums, that this is a good road map to the future. I feel this
road map missed mapping some of the side road that we have going
on today that may become the main roads of the future in our
civil space program. Of course, I'm talking about the commercial
aspects.
Some of the output from the CCDS program has begun riding in
the middeck lockers and will soon be in the Spacehab. CCDS
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output can be found in sounding rockets today, and in some of the
zero-G aircraft, but I believe that eventually wanting more time
in Space Station Freedom is a natural. I have to comment
regarding this since it is such a hot topic. We need your
support. You have got a lot invested and are interested in the
success of the Space Station program. We have talked about it
being the first major step of the exploration program for this
Mission from Planet Earth. In my own judgement, I do not think
that this means that the Space Station is going to become a way
station or docking facility for outward journeys which have been
discussed, such as going back to the lunar surface and then going
on to Mars. I do believe that it will help to lay the foundation
in materials science, certainly in the life sciences, and it is
also going to open up opportunities, with time and patience, in
the commercial sector. The restructuring of this Space Station
meets the affordability guidelines put down by Congress which we
have now completed, and it is solidly endorsed by the National
Space Council and OMB. It meets all of the criteria: we can
afford it, we can launch it, it is maintainable, and in my own
judgement, it is worth it. But recently it has been argued that
just based on a purely scientific argument, the returns on the
investment are not sufficient to warrant these up-front costs and
commitments to achieve it. Perhaps one can make this argument,
and perhaps one can make it strongly in a very narrow view. But
I think, in my own judgement, it is much more than research in
either life sciences or microgravity sciences, and it is much
more than cracking the door of opportunity where your interests
lie, and that is in the commercial sector. It is much more than
all of that. I do not think that you can measure the worth of
Space Station Freedom by the length of its truss, the number of
racks it has, the temperature of its internal furnace, or even
the diameter of its centrifuge. I think it gives America an
opportunity to go and stay where we have never been before for
the durations that we are talking about. It gives us the
opportunity to uncover new sciences and also provides you the
opportunity to see if we can make a buck in space from the
commercial aspects. I think the opportunity is there for you. I
have asked Jim to go ahead and lay out the plan that would do
just that. And, for assumptions sake, assume that you have
somewhere between twenty-five and thirty percent, for starters,
of the allocation of the initial Space Station as measured in the
middeck lockers, the equivalents to what we have flying on the
Shuttle today. And, hopefully, it will be a continuum from those
lockers into the Spacehab, perhaps into the Spacelabs and then
into the Space Station. That is quite an investment that NASA is
putting aside for the growth of this sector if indeed we can make
it happen.
There are issues coming up which I would be remiss if I did
not comment on this morning. The OMB report has already been
mentioned, these things have a way of developing a life of their
own. Who knows how they are going to be picked up? I am already
hearing, and perhaps you are as well, that NASA, with the large
increases in budget in just a fairly short period of time, is
laying the ground work for what some may view as entitlement over
the long haul. I personally do not believe any of that. I think
we have a strong program. As a matter of fact, I think that the
CCDS program and the commercial space program were initiated in
NASA, and it was not just during the last several years; it has a
start that goes back as early as Jim Beggs and perhaps ideas
before that. Even then I think it has grown with each
Administration. Certainly there have been ups and downs. I
think it is one of the real success stories in the Agency.
Certainly, that is apparent with the interest we have here and
the attendance that it constitutes.
I think it is also time to look in the mirror and see where
we are going. Are we meeting some of the original criteria that
we started out with? It is for that reason that I have asked the
National Academy of Public Administration to come in and look at
our program. I have not made that request because of concerns of
the GAO or any concern I have received from any committee, but I
think it would be healthy for us to look at the track record
established to date, and look at our road map for the future
(since it was not touched on as part of the Augustine report), so
we can build on the budget and the opportunities in the future
and not stagnate at the level we are on now. A lot of that will
depend on the success we get from our launch vehicles. We can
only talk about better crystals for so long; we have reached a
point where we finally have to show some kind of a thread toward
the future.
We at NASA are committed. I know Dick Truly is committed,
and within the working group that Dick has set up, which I chair,
working with Jim's organization, we are to defining not only the
opportunities but where we have set up internal roadblocks in the
federal government, and specifically within NASA, so that we can
try to address those items. I would encourage you to keep up the
good work. I think the progress that has been made over the past
four to five years has been truly impressive, but we have a long
way to go and I think, as you all know, we are treading on new
ground.
A Balanced Commercial Access to Space
Dr. Charles Lundquist
Director
Consortium for Materials Development in Space
University of Alabama in Huntsville





UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE
CONSORTIUM FOR MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT IN SPACE
Since the establishment of NASA's Office of Commercial
Programs (OCP) and the Centers for Commercial Development of
Space (CCDS), the need for easy access to space has been
fundamental. Commercial success in space is possible only with
economical and frequent opportunities to perform space operations.
Another recognized need is an evolutionary path from simple, low-
cost investigations to more complicated, costly operations.
The OCP-CCDS team has implemented a balanced access to
space to satisfy these needs. The first component of this plan is a
schedule of suborbital rocket flights. The next component in
complexity is an orbital launch and recovery system. Other
components include provisions on the Space Shuttle for many locker-
sized packages and for a shuttle tended free-flyer. Ultimately, this
commercial team intends to be a major user of Space Station
Freedom.
These components are the groundwork for a balanced access to
space provided by a wide-variety of commercial entities. This
approach builds a vigorous commercial infrastructure supporting
business development in space.
The OCP-CCDS team is proud that many of these commercial
capabilities are underway, thereby recognizing the need to have
adequate access to space. This morning, we have the privilege to hear
industry representatives describe their work and available
capabilities.
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This is the first in a series of Joust launches planned over the
next three years by the UAH CMDS. The name Joust was selected for
this launch series because it signifies the competition stimulated in
the aerospace industry by commercial rocket ventures. The Joust 1
emblem symbolizes that competition through the mounted knight
and lance which was popular during the Middle Ages.
Orbital Sciences Corp., Space Data Division was selected to
provide the rocket and launch services in 1989. The UAH CMDS has
contracts with Space Data to provide up to three launches. Each
would be at the Air Force's Eastern Test Range. The cost for the
rocket, payload and launch services is approximately $3 million.
NASA's Office of Commercial Programs is responsible for
establishing and managing 16 Centers for the Commercial
Development of Space. The UAH CMDS has focused on investigations
in space as a means to develop new materials and processes.
Current corporate partners are Boeing Aerospace, Deere & Co.,
Frontier Research, IBM's Almaden Research Center, McDonnell
Douglas, Teledyne Brown Engineering, Instrumentation Technology
Associates, Thiokol Corp., and Wyle Laboratories. Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, is the consortium's prime NASA partner.
Other NASA centers provides substantial support.
Dr. Charles Lundquist is director of the UAH CMDS. Dr. Francis
Wessling is associate director and Joust Project Manger and Valerie
Seaquist is assistant director.
Space Data, a division of Orbital Sciences Corp., Fairfax, Va., has
been developing, building and launching suborbital boosters for over
25 years. Their contracts include the Air Force, Defense Nuclear
Agency, U.S. Army, NASA and various non-government customers.
Space Data has launched numerous single and multi-stage boostcrs
weighing up to 70,000 pounds to altitudes up to 560 miles carrying
payloads up to 6,000 pounds. Space Data is located in Chandler, Ariz.
PROSPECTOR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Space Data is providing its Prospector rocket which is a single-
stage, solid-fuel vehicle which stands approximately 46 feet tall and
weighs 27,000 pounds. The vehicle will boost a 548 pound payload to
an altitude of approximately 400 miles,
The rocket will use a single stage propulsion system provided
by a Castor IVA rocket motor. The motor is a derivative of tile Castor
IV successfully flown over 300 times as a Delta II strap-on booster
and as a single stage sounding rocket. The Castor IVA has flown
successfully 153 times. The motor is manufactured by Thiokol Inc.
The motor will burn approximately 59 seconds after ignition.
The Litton Guidance and Control Systems inertial navigation
system will generate the steering commands for the vehicle control
system to keep the rocket on course. The system will allow the
rocket to be launched under wind conditions up to 40 mph and assist
in controlling thrust misalignment.
Attached to the payload will be the nose cone containing the
parachute recovery system. Space Data will use a derivative of a nose
cone regularly flown on the Aries sounding rocket. A heat shield will.
be attached to the base of the payload.
JOUST 1 MISSION PLAN
The Prospector is designed to provide about 13 minutes of
microgravity time for the UAH payload. Its trajectory is
approximately 400 miles high and about 200 miles down range
depending on wind conditions from Launch Complex 20 at the
Eastern Test Range.
The Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC) will provide
_upport for the launch including weather in fQrmation and other
range services. ESMC oversaw the $2.5 million renovation of Complex
20. Complex 20 had becn used to launch Titan missiles during the
1960s.
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The Castor IVA motor will burn 59 seconds lifting the payload
to an altitude of approximately 50 miles. During the boost period, ttle
rocket's guidance system will keep the trajectory from being affected
by winds.
At 68 seconds, the payload is separated from the motor and
microgravity begins at about 60 miles. The experiments are activated
when acceptable microgravity conditions are achieved and continue
until the payload begins to re-enter the atmosphere.
The payload will reach its apogee of 395 miles just over eight
minutes into the mission. At slightly over 13 minutes, the mission's
microgravity stage will end and the payload will reenter the earth's
atmosphere. Following reentry, a parachute will be deployed and
splashdown into the Atlantic Ocean is expected about 200 miles from
Complex 20 at just over 21 minutes after liftoff.
A plane will be used to assist in locating the payload following
splashdown. A ship from Harbor xxxx will retrieve the payload and
return it to Cape Canaveral. Experiment samples will be removed
from the payload and analyzed on board ship during the return to
Port Canaveral.
JOUST 1 PAYLOAD
Joust 1 will carry a payload of 10 experiments. The
experiments in the payload module will be mated with a service
module containing accelerometers, avionics, a low gravity rate
control system and battery packs. These two modules will stand over
six feet tall and are 44 inches in diameter. They weigh approximately
1,I00 pounds.
Payload integration was done jointly by UAH and Teledyne
Brown Engineering, Huntsville, Ala. Vibration testing was completed
by Wyle Laboratories, Huntsville, Ala.. and at Space Data.








EXPERt: INVESTIGATION INTO POLYMER MEMBRANE
PROCESSES
A thin film is formed into a membrane on the ground and is
kept saturated with a solvent in a special chamber prior to launch.
On reaching the microgravity state, a valve is opened exposing the
sample chamber to a vacuum, removing the solvent and allowing the
membrane to cure.
Polymer membranes have been used by industry for more
than 25 years to assist in desalination, filtering drugs and serums,
atmospheric purification and dialysis. Polymer membranes are
commercially processed by evaporation casting. It is expected that
the resulting pores in the space-processed membrane will be more
uniform than those processed on earth.
EXPERIMENT: POLYMER OJRING
A heating tape is wrapped around 15 vials containing a
polymer resin and a catalyst which cure at elevated temperatures.
The heating tape is activated at launch and will reach the desired
polymer curing temperature during microgravity.
The experiment will study dispersion under microgravity
conditions. Current industrial processing involves the interaction of
polymers with other materials such as fibers, metal oxides, glass or
carbon fibers. The products of these interactions are non-uniform
because gravity causes solids to settle or because materials of
different densities disperse unevenly in gravity.
EXPERIlVfENT: PLASMA PARTICLE GENERATION
This experiment is designed to produce particulate forms of
polymeric materials in a microgravity environment. The experiment
consists of a particle generation chamber equipped with high voltage
electrodes, a gas source for particles, and a laser and sensor system
to observe the particle production. A camera in line with the laser
beam records the particle diffraction patterns, and the sensor array
at 90 degrees measures the laser scatter.
Researchers expect the particles will be suspended in the
plasma discharge throughout their growth period permitting the
growth of larger particles.
University of Colorado-Boulder




EXPERLMENT: AUTOMATED GENERIC BIOPROCESSING
APPARATUS
This experiment consists of six sets of Lexan blocks, each
containing 12 to 20 sample wells. A fixed block will contain the
process materials. These materials will be mated with a second well
in a sliding block initiating the desired experimental process. At the
end of the microgravity period, the sliding block will move again to
allow a third well to line up with the first to complete the process. In
certain cases, the sample wells will have stirring devices to mix the
products during the reaction phase.
The experiments will include the study of collagen, a basic
building block for all body organs and tissues; microorganism
nutrient uptake, which will play an important role in the design of
water and oxygen purification systems; and liposomes which have
biomedical and biotechnical applications.
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This experiment uses the Penn State Biomodule. It contains 32
solenoids to trigger the release of fluids under computer demand.
The biomodule will test the hypothesis that secretory cells
malfunction in microgravity because the internal cell structure is
altered. The experiment will use chameleon skirt because it is tough
enough to withstand the stresses of launch, and its response is easily
monitored as a change in color.




Formation of light weight film structures on earth is affected
by the density of the various solid particulates which may be added
to the base liquid before forming and curing. The denser solid
particles added for optical or electrical properties will settle out
under gravity forces leaving the solidified membrane non-uniform.
This experiment will examine the creatioo of a thin film
polymer containing iron particulate. The polymer will be examined





EXPERIMENT: MATERIALS DISPERSION APPARATUS (MDA)
Two MDA minilabs will fly on Joust 1. Each consists of upper
and lower blocks of inert material which have equal numbers of
sample cavities which are held misaligned at launch. When tile
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proper microgravity level has been reached, the blocks are moved
into alignment to permit tile two fluids in the upper and lower blocks
to mix. Before the microgravity conditions are complete, the blocks
are moved once more out of alignment.
The MDA will conduct experiments in the biomedical,
manufacturing processes and fluid sciences fields.
Consortium for Materials Development in Space





This experiment involves the creation of a polyurethane foam
ball containing aluminum particles. Because of their insulating and
mechanical properties, polyurethane foams may be prepared in
space and used in construction of vehicles like the space station.
The experiment apparatus stores the foam components in
separate compartments under pressure. When microgravity begins,
the ingredients are released in a special chamber where they are
mixed by a stirring motor, then forced through a funnel to cure.
Consortium for Materials Development of Space
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Principal Investigator:
Clyde Riley
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Co., Huntsville, Ala.
Principal Investigator: George Maybee
EXPERIMENT: ELECTRODEPOSITION PROCESS
This experiment consists of an arrangement of l0
electrodeposition ceils containing various electrolyte solutions which
will be used to produce thin-depositcd films under microgravity
conditions. The electrolytes are contained i, lucite cells which can be
photographed during flight. Some of the cells also have stirring
motors which are used to maintain the electrolyte suspensions
during the deposition process.
The research will assist in finding better metal catalysts and
improved wear resistant co-deposited surfaces.
Consortium for the Materials Development




EXPERIMENT: POWDERED MA'I"ERIALS PROCESSING
This experiment will attempt to take advantage of the
microgravity environment in space to produce homogeneous ceramic
powdered materials. The device will have two sample chambers
which will be pre-mixed and stirred during microgravity, A special
compaction motor and ram cylinder will capture the ceramic mix
during the microgravity period. Pressure will be kept on the
specimen through recovery at which time the sample will be fused in
a commercial facility.
EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION AND INSTRUMENTATION
Teledyne Brown Engineering Co., Huntsville, Ala.
Teledyne Brown Engineering integrated the Joust 1 experiment
hardware into a payload compatible with the Prospector. Major
activities included payload assembly, end-to-end mission sequence
testing and vibration testing. Mission sequence testing verified
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THE CENTERS FOR THE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
SPACE (CCDS) HAVE BECOME OUR NATION'S PRIMARY FOCUS FOR
STIMULATING PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT IN SPACE. IN
ESTABLISHING THE COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
(COMET) PROGRAM, THE CCDS'S HAVE TAKEN A MAJOR STEP
TOWARD THE FULL SCALE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE.
THE COMET PROGRAM WILL ENABLE THE CCDS COMMUNITY TO
TURN THE GOAL OF COMMERCIAL SPACE INTO REALITY, AND IN
THE PROCESS, ESTABLISH U.S. LEADERSHIP IN THE GLOBAL
MARKET FOR SPACE SYSTEMS AND SERVICES.
THIS MORNING, IN OUR ROLE AS SYSTEM ENGINEERING
CONTRACTOR AND PROVIDER OF SERVICE MODULE SERVICES, I
WILL PRESENT SOME DETAIL ON THE SYSTEMS THAT MAKE UP THE
COMET MISSIONS, SPECIFICALLY AS THEY DESCRIBE THE
ACCOMMODATION FOR POTENTIAL USERS AND MISSION
PARAMETERS.
FURTHER, I WILL DISCUSS SOME OF THE COMMERCIAL PLANS
WE ENVISION FOR COMET DERIVED SPACE INFRASTRUCTURE.
IN THE COMET PROGRAM, W, SII AND EER, TOGETHER WITH
THE CENTER FOR ADVANCED SPACE PROPULSION AT THE UNIV. OF
TENN. WILL IMPLEMENT A SERVICE DESIGNED TO MEET THE NEEDS
OF THOSE WHO REQUIRE ROUTINE LOW COST ACCESS TO SPACE.
THIS SERVICE, SCHEDULED TO BEGIN OPERATION IN 1992, WILL
CARRY EXPERIMENTS AND PRODUCTION PAYLOADS TO SPACE AND
BACK, AND PROVIDE BASIC SUPPORT UTILITIES SUCH AS ELECTRIC
POWER, COOLING, AND AqTITUDE CONTROL WHILE IN ORBIT. THE
SYSTEM PROVIDES THE FLEXIBILITY TO ACCOMMODATE A WIDE
VARIETY OF PAYLOADS; IN EITHER ENVIRONMENTALLY
CONTROLLED, PRESSURIZED COMPARTMENTS OR WITH DIRECT
EXPOSURE TO THE VACUUM OF SPACE. MISSIONS CAN BE
CS S'YMP ..514
SCHEDULED ON A REGULAR BASIS TO ALLOW CONVENIENT
TURNAROUND OF RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION RUNS.
EACH MISSION WILL LAUNCH A TWO PART SPACECRAFI"
CONSISTING OF A REENTRY CAPSULE WITH A RECOVERABLE
PAYLOAD AND A SERVICE MODULE THAT PROVIDES BASIC SUPPORT
SERVICES AS WELL AS ACCOMMODATIONS FOR NON-RECOVERABLE
PAYLOADS. THIS CONCEPT PROVIDES THE CAPABILITY FOR TWO
TYPES OF ON-ORBIT PAYLOAD SERVICES:
RECOVERABLE PAYLOAD SERVICE - EXPERIMENTS FLOWN FOR
APPROX. 30 DAYS, THEN RECOVERED IN A BALLISTIC REENTRY
CAPSULE.
NON-RECOVERABLE PAYLOAD SERVICE EXPERIMENTS OR
EQUIPMENT WHICH WILL REMAIN IN ORBIT FOR ABOUT 100
DAYS, WITH CONTINUED SUPPORT FROM THE SERVICE
MODULE.
THIS FIRST OVERHEAD ILLUSTRATES THE SALIENTASPECTS OF
THE COMET PROGRAM.
(SLIDE #1)
BEGINNING AT THE TOP, THE COMET PROGRAM AND THE
LOGO WAS CONCEIVED BY THE CENTERS FOR THE
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE. THESE 16
CENTERS ARE DEPICTED BY THE 16 STARS CLUSTERED
AROUND THE COMET.
THE UNITED STATES' FIRST COMPLETE COMMERCIAL
SPACE SERVICE IS ILLUSTRATED AS A SYSTEM AND
INFRASTRUCTURE WHICH ALLOWS EXPERIMENTS TO BE
PLACED INTO ORBIT, OPERATED, AND BROUGHT BACK TO
A RECOVERY LOCATION WITHIN THE UNITED STATES.
THE PROGRAM IS BEING MANAGED BY THE NASA'S
CENTER FOR ADVANCED SPACE PROPULSION AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE.
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THE INDUSTRIAL TEAM SUPPORTING THIS CENTER IS:
m SPACE INDUSTRIES OF HOUSTON, TEXAS
SPACE SERVICES DIVISION OF EER SYSTEMS
CORPORATION OF SEABROOK, MARYLAND
AND WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS GROUP
NEAR BALTIMORE, MARYLAND















W SYSTEMS ENGINEERING WILL PROVIDE THE OVERALL
SYSTEM SUPPORT TO THE CCDS PROGRAM MANAGER FOR
SUCCESSFUL INTEGRATION OF THE SYSTEMS AND TO FACILITATE
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN VARIOUS CONTRACTORS.
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION WILL CONVERT THE EXPERIMENTS
INTO PAYLOADS, GENERATE ALL APPROPRIATE DOCUMENTATION
AND SUPPORT THE INTEGRATION AND OPERATION OF THE
PAYLOADS.
DEKE AND THE GUYS AT EER (AS HE HAS DESCRIBED) WILL
SUPPLY THE VEHICLE AND ALL SERVICES NECESSARY TO GET THAT
FREE-FLYER YOU SEE INTO THE PROPER ORBIT, WHICH FOR COMET
IS 300 NAUTICAL MILES.
THIS FREE-FLYER CONSISTS OF THE SERVICE MODULE AND
THE RECOVERY SYSTEM. THE SERVICE MODULE CONTAINS POWER,
ATI'ITUDE CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS AND THERMAL SYSTEMS
TO SUPPORT EXPERIMENTS MOUNTED IN BOTH THE RECOVERY
SYSTEM AND SERVICE MODULE. THIS SATELLITE BUS WILL HAVE
CSSYMP.514
A PAYLOAD VOLUME OF AT LEAST 3 F1_ AND CARRY 150 LB. OF
PAYLOAD (MIN.)
THE RECOVERY SYSTEM WILL CONTAIN AT LEAST 6 FT a OF
PRESSURIZED PAYLOAD VOLUME AND ACCOMODATE 300 LB. OF
PAYLOAD WEIGHT (MIN.)
FINALLY, ORBITAL OPERATIONS INCLUDE TRACKING THE
SATELLITE, COMMUNICATIONS FOR DATA RECEPTION AND
COMMAND AND CONTROL AND THE LIKE.
THESE SIX ELEMENTS, PERFORMED BY THESE THREE
COMPANIES, AND CONDUCTED BY THE CCDS COMET PROGRAM
MANAGER, JOE PAWLICK AT CASP, WILL FORM THE INTEGRATED
SPACE SERVICE SHOWN HERE.
THE MISSION SCENARIO LOOKS LIKE THIS:
Io CANDIDATE PAYLOADS ARE SELECTED BY A COMMrITEE LED
BY THE CCDS CENTER FOR ADVANCED MATERIALS LOCATED
AT BA'ITELLE COLUMBUS LABORATORIES IN COLUMBUS, OHIO.
o THE PAYLOADS ARE INTEGRATED WITH THE RECOVERY
SYSTEM AND THE SERVICE MODULE.
e THE RECOVERY SYSTEM AND SERVICE MODULE WITH THE
EXPERIMENTS ARE INTEGRATED WITH THE LAUNCH VEHICLE.
4. LAUNCH TAKES PLACE MOST LIKELY AT WALLOPS ISLAND.
So THE FREE-FLYER WITH EXPERIMENTS IS INSERTED IN A 300
NAUTICAL MILE ORBIT AT A 40" INCLINATION.
o THE RECOVERY MODULE WILL HAVE A 30-DAY FLIGHT
SEPARATE AND RETURN TO EARTH. THE SERVICE MODULE
AND ITS PAYLOADS WILL CONTINUE IN ORBIT FOR ANOTHER
100 DAYS.
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MORE DETAILS ON THE MISSION PARAMETERS ARE SHOWN
HERE (SLIDE #2). WE ARE DESIGNING TO ACHIEVE < 10"Sg ON ORBIT
TO GET THE MOST STABLE, CONTINUOUS ENVIRONMENT FOR OUR
USERS. SOME PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATION PARAMETERS ARE
PRESENTED ON THIS NEXT SLIDE.
(SLIDE #3)
OUR CURRENT DESIGN CONCEPTS WILL ALLOW US TO FLY AND
RECOVER AT LEAST 6 F] _ OF PAYLOAD VOLUME IN THE RECOVERY
SYSTEM AT A MINIMUM WEIGHT OF 300 LB. THAT PAYLOAD
VOLUME AND WEIGHT COULD INCLUDE SEVERAL EXPERIMENTS OR
JUST ONE DEPENDING ON USER NEEDS.
THE CURRENT PRELIMINARY DESIGN FOR THE SERVICE
MODULE WILL ALLOW US TO FLY AT LEAST 3 F1 _ AT ABOUT 150 LBS.
PAYLOAD WEIGHT. THE SERVICE MODULE, TOO, COULD
ACCOMMODATE MULTI OR SINGLE EXPERIMENTS - HOWEVER THEY
WILL NOT BE RECOVERED FROM ORBIT.
IN ADDITION TO 400W OF PEAK POWER, PRESSURIZED AND
UNPRESSURIZED ENVIRONMENTS, AND VIDEO DOWNLINK, A
CONTROLLED LOADING ON PAYLOADS FROM LAUNCH TO
TOUCHDOWN WILL BE PROVIDED.
(SLIDE #4)
YOU CAN SEE IN THIS SERVICE MODULE CONCEPT THAT THE
GENERAL DIMENSIONS ARE
SALIENT FEATURES INCLUDE, SOLAR ARRAYS, DEPLOYABLE
RADIATOR, AND A PAYLOAD DECK SEPARATE FROM THE SYSTEMS
DECK. THE WEIGHT OF THE SERVICE MODULE WILL BE 800#.
(SLIDE #5)
AN EXPANDED VIEW OF THE RECOVERY CAPSULE REVEALS
SOME UPPER LEVEL DETAIL OF ITS MERCURY CONCEPTUAL DESIGN.
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THE PRESSURIZED COMPARTMENT AND ABLATIVE SHIELD ARE
VISIBLE. THE WEIGHT OF THE RE-ENTRY VEHICLE WILL BE 1000#.
AFrER RECOVERY, CERTAIN KEY COMPONENTS WILL BE RE-USED
TO HELP MINIMIZE COST.
(SLIDE #6)
FINALLY, THE COMBINED SERVICE MODULE AND RECOVERY
SYSTEM IS ILLUSTRATED HERE AS THE FREE-FLYER IN
CONCEPTUAL FORM. OVERALL BASIC DIMENSIONS
APPROXIMATELY X FT. LONG BY 40" TO 48' IN DIAMETER.





THE 4TH STAGE OF THE LV IS KEPT WITH THE SM.
(SLIDE #7)
THE COMET CONTRACT IS FOR 3 MISSIONS PLUS 2 OPTIONS.
THE FIRST MISSION LAUNCH TARGET DATE IS SEPTEMBER 9, 1992.
#2 IS 23 MONTHS LATER (APPROX. AUG. 94)
#3 IS 10 MONTHS AKrER THAT (APPROX. JUNE 95)
OPTIONS, IF DESIRED, WILL BE EXERCISED WHEN IT MAKES SENSE
IN TERMS OF THE CCDS PAYLOAD FLIGHT NEEDS, FUNDING
AVAILABILITY, ETC. CURRENT LAUNCH SCHEDULE FOR THESE TWO
OPTIONS CALLS FOR JUNE 96 AND JUNE 97.
(SHUT OFF PROJECTOR)
THE STATED GOAL OF THE COMET PROGRAM IS "TO DEVELOP
THE MEANS FOR THE U.S. INDUSTRY TO SERVICE THE NEEDS OF
COMMERCIAL USERS OF SPACE' BY GROWING COMET INTO A FULLY
INTEGRATED, INDUSTRIALLY CONTROLLED, AFFORDABLE SPACE
SERVICE FOR LAUNCH, CONTROL AND RECOVERY OF COMMERCIAL
PAYLOADS.
IT WAS THIS COMET GOAL THAT MATCHED OUR GOALS AT W
AND RAISED OUR ANTENNA. SINCE THE EARLY 80'S WE
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RECOGNIZED THE NEED TO ACCESS SPACE FOR COMMERCIAL
APPLICATIONS. WE SAW AN EMERGING MARKET OF USERS
SEEKING TO EXPLOIT THE UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE SPACE
ENVIRONMENT WANTING MICROGRAVITY AND ULTRAHIGH VACUUM
NOT ACHIEVABLE HERE ON EARTH. THE BIGGEST IMPEDIMENTS
THE POTENTIAL USERS FACED WERE ACCESS AND COST.
AT THAT TIME, WE PUT IN PLACE A PLAN TO CREATE THE
INFRASTRUCTURE THAT WOULD ULTIMATELY PROVIDE A ONE-STOP-
SHOP FROM PAYLOAD ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION THROUGH
LAUNCH, OPERATIONS IN SPACE PLATFORMS AND, FINALLY,
RETURN OF THE PAYLOAD PRODUCT TO THE USER. OUR BY-WORD




AND CONTINUES WITH OUR PARTICIPATION IN THE COMET
PROGRAM.
WE, AT WESTINGHOUSE, ARE PARTICIPATING AS A TEAM
PLAYER WORKING IN CLOSE COLLABORATION WITH SPACE
INDUSTRIES AND EER SPACE SYSTEMS AND THE CCDS'S ASSIGNED
TO THE PROJECT. THE BUDGET IS TIGHT AND, SINCE WE AND OUR
INDUSTRIAL TEAM MEMBERS RECOGNIZE THE TRUE COMMERCIAL
POTENTIAL OF THE COMET CONCEPT, WE HAVE TAKEN A TRUE
COMMERCIAL APPROACH TO MEET THE BUDGET PROFILE -- WE
HAVE ASSUMED FINANCIAL RISK FOR FUTURE PROFIT.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH NASA AND THE CCDS'S WISHES AND
OUR DESIRE, WESTINGHOUSE WILL BEGIN MARKETING AT HOME
AND ABROAD, THE UNITED STATES' FIRST COMPLETE COMMERCIAL
SPACE LAUNCH, OPERATIONS AND RECOVERY SERVICE.
JIM ROSE TESTIFIED, ON THE 5TH OF APRIL THIS YEAR,
BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITrEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE AND
TECHNOLOGY. IN THAT TESTIMONY, JIM DESCRIBED PART OF
OCP'S MISSION IS TO "MAKE COMMERCE IN SPACE A REALITY BY
CSSYMP314
ENCOURAGING PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN COMMERCIAL SPACE
VENTURES --- _THE COMET PROGRAM IS A GREAT EXAMPLE OF THE
FULFILLMENT OF THIS MISSION. THROUGH THIS INITIATIVE,
INDUSTRY --- SPACE INDUSTRIES, EER, AND WE AT
WESTINGHOUSE --- ARE INVESTING IN BUILDING THE
INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS FOR COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND
MANUFACTURING IN SPACE. WE ARE USING THIS PROGRAM TO
DEVELOP AN INTEGRATED COMMERCIAL SPACE SERVICE
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Wakeshield: A Space Experiment Platform
Dr. Joseph Allen
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Center for Macromolecular Crystallography





Refinement of Porcine Pancreatic Elastase Using Data from Crystals
Grown in Microgravity
Porcine pancreatic elastase (PPE) crystals grown under microgravity conditions on mission
STS-26 of the space shuttle "Discovery" have been shown to diffract to considerably hi_er
resolution than the best PPE crystals grown by us on the ground (DeLucas et. al. (I989) Science
246: 651-654). We have now iadependently refined both the microgravity and grotmd-based
data_ Preliminary results of these refinements are summarized below:
EARTH GRAVITY M_CRO--GRAVITY.
D-MI1W # of SHEI2., R- # of SHEI.2., R-
RES. to... RFLS FACTOR RFLS FACTOR
3.00A 3546 19.0% 3624 14.2%
2.50A 3044 18.8% 322 I5.0%
2.00A 5937 18.7% 6971 14.8%
1.90A 1751 20.0% ....
1.80A 1873 22.I% 4920 15.7%
1,70,A 1990 26,4% - -
1.65,8, 944 32.0% - -
1.60A -- - 6636 17.2%
1.40,/_ - - 8387 20.2%
1.30A - - 2079 26.6%
EARTH GRAVITY MICRO-GRAVITY.
# of SHELL R- # of SHELL R-
RFLS FACTOR RFLS FACTOR
TOTAL 19085 19.9% 35841 15.9%
Note: Deviations from ideal bond lengths for both
refinements was appx. 0.020A.
These results show nearly a doubling of experimental diffraction data for this structure,
exceeding 1.3,_ resolution. Improved phase information derived from the refined structure of PPE
based on this microgravity data has allowed us to interpret previously-tminterpretable electron
density obtained from ground-based crystals of a complex of PPE with a chemically-reactive
inhibitor. Intermediate stages in the enzyme-inhibitor reaction mechanism in the crystal can now be
direcdy observed. Further refinement of PPE structures is m progress.
Table2:
PROTEIN a (A) b (A) ¢ (A) angles (deg.) Soha.
Axthydro-PPE 50.74 57.94 75.28
A-PPE + peptide 50.94 57.9I 75.33
PPE (gravity) 51.00 58.08 75.29
PPE (micro-grav) 50.88 58.02 75.35
90.90.90. SUI..
90. 90. 90. SUL
90. 90. 90. SUL
90. 90. 90. SUL
Table 3:
PROTEIN # reflections resolution R-Factor
Bond len gfl)
deviation (]_) detector type
An.hydro-PPE 17564 1.65A 15.7 %
A-PPE + peptide 16035 1.80A 16.8%
PPE (gravity) 19085 1.65A 19.9%













NASA's CENTER FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
Johnson Controls is a 106 year old company employing 42,000 worldwide people with
$4.7 billion annual sales. Though we are new to the aerospace industry we are a world
leader in automobile battery manufacturing, automotive seating, plastic bottling and
facilities environment controls.
The battery division produces over 24,000, 000 batteries annually under private label for
the new car manufacturers and the replacement market. We are entering the
aerospace market with the nickel hydrogen battery with the help of NASA's Center for
Space Power at Texas A&M. Unlike traditional nickel hydrogen battery manufacturers,
we are reaching beyond the space applications to the higher volume markets of aircraft
starting and utility load leveling. Though space applications alone will not provide
sufficient volume to support the economies of scale and opportunities for statistical
process control, these additional terrestrial applications will. For example, nickel
hydrogen batteries do not have the environmental problems of nickel cadmium or lead
acid and may someday start your car or power your electric vehicle.
However you envision the future, keep in mind that no manufacturer moves into a large
volume market without fine tuning their processes. The Center for Space Power at
Texas A&M is providing indepth technical analysis of all of the materials and fabricated
parts of our battery as well as thermal and mechanical design computer modeling.
Several examples of what we are doing with nickel hydrogen chemistry to lead to these
production efficiencies can be seen in the following designs.
Our first space qua//fled design was influenced by a joint effort with Comsat and resuffed
in a 32 V, 24 Ah, 10" d/ameter battery that has sustained over 6,000 LEO cycles (16
charge-discharges/day) to 44% DOD at 10" C. This battery is unique in that all of the
cells are packaged in a common pressure vessel (CPV) instead of the traditional
individual pressure vessel (/PV) for each cell. This is a natural evolution of the
technology and results in lower weight, size and cost with equal or higher reliability. The
challenges in making what appears to be a simple packaging transistor are significant
and a number of aerospace companies have tried and given up.
Through the use of Texas A&M's microcalorimeter, we have obtained excellent thermal
transfer data which was then applied to the computer model
We have moved from the initial 10" diameter battery with its fixed cell housing to a 5"
diameter with individual heat fin dishes that permit excellent heat transfer and also idea/
manufacturing tolerances for high speed assembly.
With the aid of Sandia National Laboratories we have also made two iterations of
stationary batteries. One 7 kWh has operated successfully for over two years and four
newer versions of 4 kWh capacity for one year.
Even with the high first cost of nickel hydrogen CPV batteries, their long cycle life over
other chemistries allows the true cost to be haft that of lead acid over 10 years or more.
FEATURES OF PATENTED
JCI CPV DESIGN
MULTIPLE CELLS IN A SINGLE VESSEL
STANDARD NICKEL HYDROGEN CELL COMPONENTS
BACK-TO-BACK POSITIVE CONRGURATION
ABSORBER BETWEEN POSITIVE ELECTRODES
CELL ENCLOSED IN ECS
VENTED ECS ALLOWS HYDROGEN ACCESS
VENT LOCATION ENSURES IN-CELL RECOMBINATION
DOUBLE ECS ENHANCES REUABlUTY
RADIAL HEAT FIN IMPROVES THERMAL TRANSFER
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CPV PROTOTYPE BATTERY #1
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Advanced Materials Center, Battelle
Dr. Harold Bellis
Research Fellow



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Center for Cell Research
Pennsylvania State University
Dr. Mike Cronin







GENENTECH IS GRATIFIED TO BE THE FIRST
BIOTECHNOLOGY COMPANY TO HAVE CONDUCTED
A LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENT IN MICROGRAVITY.
AMERICANS HAVE DISCOVERED AND APPLIED MOST
OF THE PREEMINENT SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNOLOGICAL ACHIEVEMENTS OF THIS
CENTURY, INCLUDING THE GENETIC ENGINEERING
OF PROTEINS FOR HUMAN HEALTH APPLICATIONS.
WE MUST IMPROVE OUR ABILITY TO RAPIDLY
TRANSLATE ADVANCES IN PROCESS AND
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES INTO ECONOMIC AND




GENENTECH DISCOVERS AND PRODUCES BY
RECOMBINANT DNA TECHNOLOGY
PHARMACEUTICALS FOR HUMAN HEALTH.
1989 REVENUES OF $476 MILLION
GROWTH HORMONE, TISSUE PLASMINOGEN
ACTIVATOR AND GAMMA-INTERFERON ARE
APPROVED BY THE FDA FOR TREATING GROWTH
HORMONE INADEQUACY IN CHILDREN, HEART
ATTACK AND CHRONIC GRANULOMATOUS
DISEASE IN CHILDREN, RESPECTIVELY
PARTIAL LIST OF PROTEINS IN CLINICAL TRIALS"
DNASE FOR CYSTIC FIBROSIS
INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR FOR
DIABETES
RELAXIN TO FACILITATE CHILDBIRTH
HER-2 FOR BREAST AND OVARIAN CANCER
CRONIN
5-14-91
'-, 40% OF OUR REVENUES REINVESTED IN R & D,
TWICE THAT OF OUR NEXT COMPETITOR
2100 EMPLOYEES; 27% HAVE ADVANCED
DEGREES
~ 1,500 PEER REVIEWED ARTICLES PUBLISHED
IN THE PUBLIC LITERATURE BY GENENTECH
SCIENTISTS SINCE 1977




HISTORY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
EXPERIMENT (PSE - 01)
1988 PENN STATE CCDS CONTACTS GENENTECH
1989 GENENTECH MEETS WITH NASA- AMES
RESEARCH CENTER SCIENTISTS AND
ADMINISTRATORS
GENENTECH, AMES AND PENN STATE
PRESENT PLAN TO MR. JAMES ROSE
MANIFESTED ON STS-41 IN DECEMBER
1990 FLIGHT CREW TRAINED FOR PSE-01




WE ARE INTERESTED IN THE REPORTS OF BONE AND
MUSCLE WAISTING, AS WELL AS IMMUNE CELL
DYSFUNCTION, THAT OCCUR IN MICROGRAVlTY.
A NUMBER OF HUMAN DISORDERS ARE
ASSOCIATED WITH MALADAPTIVE CHANGES
IN BONE, MUSCLE AND IMMUNE FUNCTION.
THE ADJUSTMENTS TO SPACE FLIGHT MAY AID
IN THE DISCOVERY OF NEW PROTEIN FORMS
AND PATTERNS. THIS RESEARCH MAY ALSO
PROVIDE STRATEGIES FOR PROTECTING THE
HEALTH OF FLIGHT CREWS ENDURING
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT.
WE MEASURED THE LEVEL OR EFFECT OF A NUMBER




PRECIOUS LITTLE IS KNOWN ABOUT
PHYSIOLOGIC ADJUSTMENTS TO
MICROGRAVlTY.
THUS, OUR ABILITY TO CONTROL SOME
IMPORTANT EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES, AND TO
PREDICT THE COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITY, WAS
LIMITED BY LACK OF EXPERIENCE AND
KNOWLEDGE.




PSE-01 FLEW AND LANDED ON TIME !
HEALTHY SPECIMENS WERE
RETURNED TO US FOR ANALYSIS.










































































NASA HEADQUARTERS, ARC, KSC AND JSC
PENN STATE CCDS
KIRK RAAB AND THE EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
OF GENENTECH
DEDICATION
PSE-01 IS DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF
MATTHEW MATLOCK, WHO DIED AT BIRTH DURING
THE FLIGHT OF DISCOVERY.
N92- 23 65_.
Center for Space Power and Advanced Electronics
Auburn University
Dr. Dan Deis
Manager of Engineering Science
Dr. Richard Hopkins
Manager of Electro-Optical Materials
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OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY CCDS
CORPORATE PARTNERS AND AFFILIATES
AMOCO (HOUSTON, TX)
ARCO (PLANO, TX)
DECISION IMAGES (PRINCTON, NJ)
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ERDAS, INC. (ATLANTA, GA)
EXXON (HOUSTON, TX)
GAS RESEARCH INSTITUTE (CHICAGO, IL)
INTERGRAPH CORPORATION (HUNTSVILLE, AL)
GEORGE J, IGEL AND COMPANY (COLUMBUS, OH)
KRIG RESEARCH (BEAVERTON, OR)
QUEST VENTURES (SAN FRANCISCO, CA)







ULTIMAP CORPORATION (MINNEAPOLIS, MN)
UNOCAL (BRIA, CA)
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (38 STATES)
DOT/FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION (WASHINGTON, DC)
NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER (GREENBELT, MD)
NASA/STENNIS SPACE CENTER (SSC, MS)
NOAA/NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY (WASHINGTON, DC)
USGS/NATIONAL MAPPING DIVISION (RESTON. VA)
WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF NATt_f,:AL [,_[,J,<oUR(.'EG ¢(.}L'tMPIA, WA)
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY St'HOOL OF BUSINENS ¢COLUMBUS, OH)
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In closing I would like to impart the message that there are many
future opportunities for CCDS activities that are directly linked
to industry strategic objectives. In the field of mapping,
remote sensing and GIS the near term opportunities may exceed all
that have occurred in the past 10 years. I strongly believe that
a national spatial data infrastructure must be established in
this country if we are to remain a national leader in the
information age. I am sure, the centers can have a profound





Special Presentation: Remote Sensing
Dr. Jacqueline Michel
Director of Environmental Technology Division
Research Planning, Inc.
Dr. Bruce Davis
Project Manager of Technology Utilization and
Application Division
NASA Stennis Space Center

Oil Spill Environmental Sensitivity Index
(ESI) Mapping Using Remote Sensing
and Geographic Information System
Technology
PROJECT SPONSORED BY
NASA OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
Jacqueline Michel, Ph.D.
Research Planning, Inc.
John R. Jensen, Ph.D.




Specialized environmental science company.
Business Objective: Develop a DIGITAL Environmental
Sensitivity Index (ESI) database product which focuses on oil
spill response, coastal zone development, and conflict
management using remote sensing and geographic information
system (G/S) technology.
Market Strategy: Build on RPI's original ESI map client
base to market the DIGITAL ESI database and expand the




RESEARCH PLANNING, INC. IS WELL POSITIONED TO
TAKE THE LEAD IN OIL SPILL PLANNING & RESPONSE
USING THE DIGITAL ESI ATLAS PRODUCT
• Produced 41 of 45 ESI atlases totaling > $1.6 million
• Doing first full DIGITAL ESI of Southeast Alaska




• Automate existing ESI maps for NOAA and State governments.
Potential Market:
• Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC)
- $750M for oil spill response
- $33M for R&D
• Oil Pollution Act of 1990
- Mandates sensitivity mapping for U.S.
• Major Oil Companies
All revising their contingency plans (which includes sensitivity
mapping)
PERSIAN GULF SPILL
Participated in response and analysis for the Persian
Gulf Spill.
NASA EOCAP Project was key in positioning RPI to
participate more fully.
Used remote sensing for oil spill tracking and
mapping of sensitive resources.




